The Unified Synoptic System (USS) was developed by ESA for replacing the existing Columbus display solutions and to unify the display system used onboard and on-ground. USS provides enhanced flight operations efficiency and reduced effort for product preparation, qualification and maintenance for synoptic displays. Additional to its use for Columbus it is installed at Jaxa and Nasa to support requirements definition and review of Nasa generated ISS displays. Due to its advanced capabilities, which go beyond existing known solutions, it has been made available to be reused for future spacecraft EGSEs and control centres (e.g. exploration missions, satellites) as well. Use of synoptic display is mostly guided by operational procedures which are in electronic format. However, up to now the full operational benefit has not yet been realized. Procedure viewers and synoptic display systems are completely separate entities. Direct interaction of procedure viewers with synoptic display systems or underlying system control software is not supported at all. Therefore astronauts, flight controllers and operators still have to carry out a lot of mundane activities when executing operational procedures. The USS based procedural display viewer provides the user with a coherent, task oriented user interface for using synoptic displays and executing procedures in an efficient manner.
SYNOPTIC CATEGORIES
Synoptic could be categorized in different types:
1. Textual monitoring displays (e.g. NASA MSK, SESS Satmon and SCOS 2000 WebRM.) 2. More advanced graphical "mimic" displays (e.g. NASA PREP tool, CGS ground (EGSE) display tool, Columbus crew laptop display tool, SCOS 2000 display system, JSynoptics).These synoptics support additional graphical elements like graphs, meters, dynamic symbols, pipes and commanding capabilities.
3. (Mission) evaluation displays (e.g. Nasa JMews, MS Excel, CGS Graph Facility, MathWorks MATLAB) which allow preparation of different graph types e.g. for time series or trend analysis mostly only on historical (off-line) data.
4. Procedural displays mixing procedural steps with display elements (e.g. data fields and command buttons). No special support by tools. Tools for mimic displays could be used but limited to very small procedures and high effort for preparation.
USS is designed to replace the different systems with a single tool implemented a widely available object oriented programming language (Java). It implements a superset of functionality of these systems, which have been carefully analyzed to provide the requirements for USS.
ADVANCED SYNOPTICS WITH USS Software Overview
Synoptics are the major monitoring and commanding products for spacecrafts. USS comprises of two applications:
• Synoptic preparation environment (USS Editor) • Synoptic execution system (USS Executor).
USS provides a library of synoptic elements which implements the most advanced standard for synoptic displays, the ISS Display and Graphics Commonality Standard (DGCS). DGCS is representing the condensed knowledge of the manned space domain on operational use of synoptics.
USS is written in 100% pure Java and can therefore run on all platforms for which Java support is available. USS currently has been successfully installed and tested under Linux, Solaris and MS Windows XP, but should work on other platforms as well. USS is generic enough for the user needs of many spacecraft domains e.g. ground control centres or test facilities.
The USS domain model provides a strict layered architecture. The lowest system access layer is independent from the upper layers and can therefore be replaced by a project specific implementation (access measurements, handling of commands). The full source code for the overall system is available to ensure future maintenance of the product for at least 10 years in the Columbus project. USS Editor allows for fast display creation (e.g. using Drag and Drop from system configuration browser:
The display author can select one or multiple measurements and drop it on a display):
Figure 4: Drag and drop measurement
The according data fields are generated and automatically laid out. For every data field a name, label and the according unit label are created. The name label is bound to the data field and can be automatically updated if the system configuration changes. Drag and drop is also available for commands:
Figure 5: Drag and drop command
Additionally USS supports creating of all types of static and display elements via a toolbar:
Figure 6: Element Toolbar
Dynamic elements can then be bound to a certain measurement by a dedicated dialog or by drag and drop from the system configuration browser. The editor allows the user to define new or override existing measurements (incl. names, type and type constraints: e.g. state codes) for creation of displays where the system configuration is not yet available or not consistent with the current operations needs:
Editing measurement details Data sources -referring to measurements -or newly defined data sources are stored in the display and could be used in future to update the according system configuration in the "flight database". (see also: next chapter for consistency checks). Computations can be used in so called navigation buttons to call up different displays depending on system state:
Figure 8: Expression Editor
The expressions are shown syntax highlighted in the editor and are evaluated during editing time to quickly find errors.
One of the mostly advanced editor features is the handling of synoptic element properties in the editor. For example selecting all labels on a display and change the font for all can be done with two mouse actions on a selected label.
For every element type (e.g. graphs, meters, labels, fields) the user can define default properties. Example: create displays with a black background and amber as foreground colour. Just set up a label with the appropriate font and colours and "Set As Element Default". From now on all newly create labels use this style as default. Symbols can be used per reference (which means that by exchanging the symbol library all referring displays are also changed) or by copy (the symbol is copied in to a certain display and can be overridden there).
USS provides a built-in library of ~400 symbols implementing the ISS Display Graphics Commonality Standard:
Figure 10: ISS Symbol Library

Desktop review
For desktop review of synoptics automatic consistency checks can be performed with the consistency checker. It checks a single display or a full set of displays according to a certain system configuration version and optional to operational nomenclature standards (e.g. spelling, allowed acronyms and abbreviations). After the check a report is generated showing consistency violations in a separate editor window:
Figure 11: Single consistency check report
For a set of many displays a similar HTML report can generated consisting of a summary page listing all checked displays with their consistency state and hyperlinked detail pages showing the results for every display. This report can then be attached to a certain release to document consistency with a specific flight database version.
The consistency checker only checks type and existence of a certain system configuration element.
To check the semantics e.g. to detect that a wrong element (e.g. a measurement for data field or command for command button) is used further manual verification of the displays is necessary. This is supported by using the display reports. These reports contain the display preview with markers that link a certain (output) element with the according data source, command buttons (output elements) to the command details and navigation buttons to the called display:
Figure 12: Synoptic web report
Operational Synoptic Execution
The USS Executor is tailored to the special needs of on-board crew and operations teams in control centres and test facilities. It is designed for high usability and performance. The executor implements years of operations experience of the manned space domain. Especially the commanding capabilities benefit from the large experience for commanding critical systems.
Different types of commands are supported singlestep and two-step commanding, guarded commands and also parameterized commands. The last four issued commands and their execution status are always shown in the optional command response window of the synoptic: To find certain displays a synoptic hierarchy browser is provided for interactive navigation of the synoptics. Synoptics can also be started by navigation buttons or a dedicated search can be issued to find synoptics containing a certain measurement:
Figure 16: Search display by parameter
During execution the user can generate on key press a snapshot of the current display which is then saved as image file. The executor optionally contains functions to freeze the displays current state on a button click and then move forward and backward in the recorded data stream (Like "Timeshift" on a DVD recorder):
Figure 17: Freeze Mode
The USS Executor facilitates easy management of a large set of displays either as internal tabbed frames or external undocked windows. The layout of a predefined set of displays can be saved and reloaded later (as a. set of displays for certain subsystem or activity). All display settings are restored.
Displays can also be automatically ordered and zoomed: Figure 18 : Zoomed and auto tiled synoptics USS provides support for procedural displays. Procedural displays are aimed to be used for small nominal procedures with synoptic interaction (not for trouble shooting). They perfectly fit to the needs of flight controllers, test conductors and astronauts.
Procedural displays can integrate procedural steps with the monitoring and commanding capabilities of displays. The main advantage is that error prone and time consuming searching for certain displays, data fields or command buttons identified in a procedure are not necessary anymore because they are located together with the procedural information in a single display:
Figure 19: USS based procedural display
An alternative implementation of procedural displays could be having just a navigation aid from the procedure to the display and no direct display of parameters or commanding capabilities in the procedures. Procedural displays are planned to be used in future on the ISS. Details are currently discussed in the according panels. A draft section has been added to the ISS display graphics standard.
USS also supports the major types of meters for implementation of "cockpit" like synoptics: 
Mission Evaluation
During synoptics execution it is possible USS allows generation of new graphs or displays on-the-fly. These graphs can show real-time and historical time data series with multiple plots. Certain events can be selected for the graph to be shown as marker inside the graph.
Figure 22: On-the-fly graph
It is planned to enhance graphing capabilities further with mission evaluation capabilities (e.g. support for time series analysis, save graph data for spreadsheet).
For that purpose a central USS data cache will be implemented to provide fast & easy access to arbitrary parameter, events and command data. Data can either be received from the real-time spacecraft packet streams or loaded from off-line history storage systems. The mission evaluation function will be extended for defining "extended monitoring rules" and analysis historical time series or real-time data.
Sample use cases are: sensor health detection or system state detection. It is planned to provide dedicated "situational awareness" display functions providing detailed status overview of the overall system and subsystem state.
CURRENT USERS
Columbus Mission Control Systems: Replacing existing display system for all operationally used system and payload synoptics.
ISS Columbus Laptop System (LAPAP MKII): The Columbus crew laptop is currently (re)built based on USS. USS contributes the flight display editor and the flight display executor.
NASA PCS display simulator: In the European Astronaut Centre. Used for certain integrated station training lessons (e.g. Columbus activation). USS implements a simulation of the NASA PCS display execution environment and the alarm toolbar. Common Ground System (CGS) 6.x: Replace GWDU and Graph Facility components in SWARM and Cryosat EGSE.
Wind Power Facility Supervisor: Collaboration with a small company (CeBeNetwork). Monitoring and control for wind power plants.
MECA -Mission Execution Crew Support: MECA is an ESA study about future crew interfaces for exploration missions. Special focus is on diagnosis, planning and situational awareness. USS will be integrated in the demonstrator.
